4 August 2017
Attention: Eleni Petinos MP
Committee Chair,
Committee on Transport and Infrastructure,
Parliament House, Macquarie Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Lodged via: parliament.nsw.gov.au/commutercarparking
Dear Chair,
Response to New South Wales Parliamentary Inquiry into Commuter Car Parking

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission to the New South Wales Legislative Assembly
Committee on Transport and Infrastructure’s Inquiry into Commuter Car Parking. The Amy Gillett
Foundation (AGF) has a direct interest contributing to the conversation about commuter car parking,
particularly as it relates to access to public transport and road safety.
As identified in the Committee’s media release, public transport provides a range of benefits to
increasing the efficiencies of the way we move in our communities. However, for these gains to be
realised, we need to be able to access public transport stations and stops safely. The AGF encourages
the Committee to consider access to public transport in broader terms than private motor vehicles and
to consider the safety of active transport. Providing safe access for people to cycle to public transport
will have the added benefit of increased access to public transport for a lower cost in land and building
space than providing parking for motor vehicles.
Across the public transport network, unless priority is given to encouraging alternative means of travel
to public transport, it is unlikely there will ever be enough car parking spaces to satisfy demand.
Decades of prioritising space for car parking, particularly around train stations, has led to induced
demand, as the users of parking have not been required to meet the full cost.1 This is unlikely to abate
with continued population growth and increased urban housing density.
In this submission, we recommend that the focus should be on encouraging alternative means of travel
to public transport, such as cycling and walking, and that government policy is directed at providing a
safe and accessible environment for doing so. This involves rethinking how we move in our
communities and how changes recommended by the Committee in this inquiry can maximise public
transport access as well as health and environmental benefits by contributing to safer communities. We
also recommend that the NSW Government ensures the safety of vulnerable road users such as cyclists
is prioritised over convenience in the planning and construction of any facilities.
We look forward to the next steps in this process. Please do not hesitate to contact me directly if you
have any questions or require any additional information.
Yours sincerely

Suite G.05, 181 St. Kilda Road, St Kilda Victoria 3182
P: 03 8506 0675 E: info@amygillett.org.au
www.amygillett.org.au
ABN: 46 200 981 503 / ACN: 118 522 375

Phoebe Dunn
Chief Executive Officer
Amy Gillett Foundation
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Amy Gillett Foundation
The Amy Gillett Foundation (AGF) is a national organisation with a mission to reduce the incidence of
serious injury and death of bicycle riders in Australia. We draw on evidence and international best
practice and collaborate with governments, business and the community to create a safer environment
for cyclists, while maintaining an efficient road network for all road users.
AGF responses to Terms of Reference

The response to the Terms of Reference of this Inquiry focuses on two specific terms which are
interrelated and are addressed together below. These two terms are:
d) Consideration of alternative modes of first mile/last mile travel, including point to point
transport, active transport and on demand buses; and
e) Any other related matters.
The benefits of cycling for transport are well-documented
and include both personal fitness, social and health
benefits and community level economic and
environmental benefits.2,3 Bicycles are part of the solution
to improved access to public transport, particularly the
journey from home to public transport. Bicycles can extend
the reach of a public transport network and provide
flexible, independent, door-to-door transport options for
those members of the community who are able to ride a
bike.
Bicycles are especially suitable for short trips and can help
to relieve the pressure for car parking and further
government investment in parking at train stations where
available land is limited. Regular bike riding, even for very
short trips, can help to normalise cycling as a viable
transport option.
Examples from Europe show that people are willing to
cycle further (up to 2km) compared to walking (<1km) to
connect to a train station.4 The New South Wales
government has published the bicycle facilities guidelines
which describe the bicycle network feeding to public
transport as a radius of 2.5km or 10 minutes of
comfortable cycling. Figure 1 is the map from the
guidelines which illustrates the catchment and the current
and future bicycle routes.5 While in Melbourne, people
who are already riding their bike to the train station report
riding up to 5.5km to the station.6 However, action is
needed to support people to shift from their car to their
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bikes when accessing public transport, including by making it safer to do so.
Safer streets are more active streets
Improving the safety of travelling by walking or cycling in the streets surrounding public transport
stops/stations will have a direct impact on increasing active transport as well as improving safety for
existing users. Concern about safety is the major barrier to cycling in Australia and must be addressed if
we are to support people to ride.

The Safe System approach underpins road safety in Australia. Figure 1 illustrates the Safe System in
Australia. Action in relation to safe roads and safe speeds are fundamental to safer cycling in proximity
to commuter parking.

Figure 1: Safe systems principle interaction. Source (Transport and Infrastructure Council, 2010b)

Recommendations
The Amy Gillett Foundation recommends that the Committee include the following recommendations
to the NSW Government in their final report:
1. The NSW Government, and where relevant local governments, maximises safety for active
transport in the streets surrounding train stations within a 2km radius. This action should
include traffic calming measures, cycling infrastructure that connects neighbourhoods directly
to the train station, short cuts for cyclists to create the most direct route and ensuring that
where on-street parking is permitted, the risks of door opening into the path of cyclists is
minimised.
2. The NSW Government, and where relevant local governments, reduce the speed limit to a
maximum of 40kph in local streets in the vicinity of train stations.
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Maximising parking at train stations – add more bike parking
Experience from other states in Australia shows that adding commuter parking at train stations is an
expensive exercise. For example, there are significant parking congestion issues at many train stations
in Melbourne as demand exceeds available spaces. Commuters will often park illegally in areas not
designated for parking and there has already been investment in additional car parking spaces.
Additional car parking spaces have been built across the metropolitan train network in Melbourne.
Recent research at Monash University7 has provided the breakdown of costs:
Vehicle-based access solutions to accommodate rail patrons are expensive. At
ground level parking space can cost up to $10,000 and the cost increases
significantly for multi-level structures.8 The Victorian state government is
currently constructing a new multi-story parking complex at one metropolitan
Melbourne station (Syndal on the Glen Waverley line) to provide an additional
250 spaces at a cost of over $10 million – equating to a capital costs of
approximately $40,000 per space.9

At some locations in New South Wales, consideration may be given to multi-story parking to cater for
motor vehicles. If this is being considered, the provision of bicycle parking should be incorporated as
part of the new development. Further planning around any such car parking must prioritise the safety
of vulnerable road users to ensure their safe access to the public transport facility is not compromised.
However, compared to car parking, bicycle parking is significantly cheaper to install and requires a
fraction of the land space.
Fully secured bicycle parking at the most expensive option. For an investment of approximately $12,000
a fully secured bike cage can be installed in an open car park in the same space as required for 3-4 car
parking spaces. With capacity to store up to 26 bicycles, these storage facilities require an investment
of approximately $3000 per bicycle. By comparison, the installation of bike hoops offers a cheap
solution that requires little land space.
New South Wales
The New South Wales Bicycle Guidelines issued by the Road and Traffic Authority in 2005 and updated
in 2011, provide information on facilities for bicycle transport in New South Wales. The guidelines
include specifications for provision of bicycle parking at public transport stations and interchanges.
Train stations are considered high demand locations and require bicycle parking for more than 20
bicycles. Recommendations include high volume bicycle rack installation, frames that hold two bicycles
at once and low-cost bike hoops. The section of the guidelines relating directly to public transport
stations has been included at the end of this submission.
1 car space = 10 bikes
Bike hoops at $150-300 each, is one of the cheapest options for bicycle parking. For an investment of
less than $2000, parking is available for 10 people in the same space allocation as for one car (see
Figure 2).
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Source: M Johnson, 2017

Source: PSFK.com

Figure 2. Bicycle parking hoops – 1 car space = 10 bikes

Recommendations
The Amy Gillett Foundation recommends that the Committee include the following recommendations
to the NSW Government in their final report:
3. The NSW Government invest in ensuring there are more than 20 bicycles parking spaces at all
train stations across New South Wales in accordance with the current guidelines.
4. The NSW Government ensure the safety of vulnerable road users is prioritised in the planning
and construction of any commuter parking facilities.
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